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Platform for Cybertaxonomy
• A collection of open source tools and services 
which together cover all aspects of the taxonomic 
workflow.
• Started in the context of the EU Network of 
Excellence EDIT (2006 – 2011).
• A joint taxonomic research infrastructure.
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The Common Data Model (CDM)
A solid foundation for taxonomic data processing and 
storage.
• Comprehensive (11 
modules, > 100 classes)
• Standards aware
• Represents the essence 
of 25 years of taxonomic 
data modelling.
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Architecture
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Biodiversity related apps &services and generic tools
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Software: (Drupal- based) Data Portal
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Software: tools
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Distribution maps, import/export, integrity checker, print 
publication, reference management, ..
Software: service layers
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1. Full API
2. Streamlined endpoints 
for integration into 
external infrastructures 
and workflows
Today: ~ 40 platform instances
• Taxon-centric portals




• Pan European Species Directories 
Infrastructure (PESI, part of EU Inspire 
directive)
• EU BON taxonomic backbone
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New component for descriptive data
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• Automated calculation of 
taxon descriptions based 
on specimen descriptions.
• Requires well-defined 
vocabularies provided by  
ontologies.
GFBio Terminology Services
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Unified access to a wide range of internal and external 
onologies.
Character-Editor
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Descriptive data entry and aggregation
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The EDIT / GfBio pipeline
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The EDIT / GfBio pipeline
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